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Abstract—Manual collating and packing is still the most
cost-effective way of dispatching goods in many applications,
despite of the rapid development of assembly robots. One such
application, is the manufacturers of Point of Sale (POS) and
Point of Purchase (POP) in the design and print industry;
they produce and dispatch display objects in various quantities,
shapes and sizes. The display objects, typically posters and 3D
displays, are designed for different commercial promotion events
in supermarkets, shopping malls and other high street shops.
It is difﬁcult to assemble and pack the objects using assembly
robots due to the potential complexity and inﬁnite variety of
the tasks. The collate and pack department must manually pick,
collate, assemble and pack items, often carried out in multiple
lines based on the nature of the jobs, as the last stage of the
manufacturing process. The jobs themselves are often unique
bespoke arrangements defying a generic solution, ﬂat-packed to
minimise portage costs. The design of the lines and the schedule
of the lines are determined by the area manager based on
their expertise and historic knowledge, which seriously limits the
effectiveness of the widely available automatic global scheduling
system for these POP and POS print manufacturers. This paper
proposes a job completion time estimation system which estimates
the completion times for different tasks under different conditions
such that the intelligent scheduling system can make a schedule
globally by artiﬁcially treating the assembly lines as virtual
machines. The system is implemented using a particular fuzzy
inference system, fuzzy interpolation, and an illustrative example
demonstrates the working and potential of the proposed solution.
Keywords—job shop scheduling; fuzzy inference system; fuzzy
rule interpolation;
I. INTRODUCTION
In the bespoke print industry, serving the Point of Sale
(POS) and Point of Purchase (POP), a manufacturing job may
require tens of operations, utilising several different machines
coupled with manual tasks in different operation centres, and
many of these jobs may need to be processed in parallel
at any single time. However, many small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) and large manufacturers still manually
implement planning and scheduling with the support of some
form of information management systems, often implemented
utilising tools, such as an Excel spreadsheet, codifying crude
heuristics and when implemented to determine a ball-park
guide to estimated manufacturing times. Consequently, the
optimal or a sub-optimal scheduling of all such operations
for all the current jobs is hard to be achieved. Due to its
complexity, manual scheduling in this situation is often practi-
cally implemented as a simple ﬁrst in and ﬁrst out queue or a
queue driven by dispatching deadlines. This not only restricts
the efﬁciency of manufacturing process, but also often leads
to unnoticed late jobs until the times close to the dispatch
deadlines.
The late jobs may also result from too many jobs that
have been bid and accepted by the sales team exceeding the
maximum capacity of the manufacture facility. This happens
because the sales team is not able to access to the forward
view of the available capacity of the manufacturer and thus the
quotations are made available to customers simply based on
the nature of the job rather than a reﬂection of demand-supply
relationship in the manufacturer. A side effect is also artiﬁcially
pulling down the effective ‘management planning horizon’ to
a period as short as a week, instead of maintaining a strategic
month or quarter perspective. Then, costly last minute solutions
or even breaches of contract occurs. This common issue
exists currently in most manufacturers, which has seriously
limited the delivery performance (requiring unnecessary and
more expensive same-day delivery services to be invoked) and
manufacturing efﬁciency.
Manufacturing efﬁciency can be signiﬁcantly improved by
employing an intelligent job shop scheduling (JSS) system.
Various JSS solutions have been developed by the community
of Operation Research (OR) and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI),
to deal with combinatorial optimisations aiming to reduce the
cost, idle time or optimise other important key performance
indicators (KPIs) across multiple operation centres each with
multiple possible processing pathways [1], [2], [3]. Most of
the JSS problems (JSSPs) are NP-hard, with a small number
of exceptions. That is the computational requirements for
obtaining an optimal solution grow exponentially as the size
of the problem increases. Exact approaches based on explicit
or implicit enumerations, such as branch and bound, dynamic
programming and integer linear programming are therefore
only applicable to problems of small sizes [4]. For large
scheduling problems, inexact solutions are usually of greater
appeal as a trade-off between efﬁciency and exactness. Typical
inexact solutions uses heuristics, meta heuristics and other
AI approximate solutions, such as genetic algorithms, Tabu
search, simulated annealing, constraint programming, artiﬁcial
neural network and fuzzy logic [5].
The success of intelligent JSS systems is based on an
accurate estimation of the processing time of each individual
operation on each processing way at each operation centre,
regardless of the approaches used for the implementation of
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the systems. The processing time of an operation through
a machine can be readily estimated based on the nature of
the job and the characteristics of the machine. However, it is
difﬁcult to estimate the completion time for the manual collate
and pack area in the manufacturers of POS and POP in print
industry due to the complexity of operational arrangement and
the inﬁnite variety of the POS and POP displays. This has
often paralysed the intelligent job shop scheduling system and
increased the actual time spent on collation to the estimate by
between 50% and 200 % based on the evaluation form domain
experts, particularly noted on large promotions. This can even
destroy the proﬁtability of taking on the commercial order.
This paper proposes a solution in such a context aiming
to accurately estimate the completion time of each operation
under different conditions in the manual collate and pack
area to enable the implementation and effective actions of
intelligent job shop scheduling system. In particular, the system
is implemented by a fuzzy inference system initialised by
expertise knowledge, knowing that there is usually no data
available or readily obtainable for the collate and pack area [6],
[7], [8], [9]. Then, the initialised system is further developed
dynamically and adaptively upon its deployment whilst per-
forming inferences. By acknowledging the sensitivity of real-
world commercial data, two illustrative examples were used in
the paper to demonstrate the work of the proposed system [10].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
briefs the theory underpinning of the proposed system. Sec-
tion III details the proposed system. Section IV shows the
effectiveness of the proposed approach through illustrative
examples. Section V concludes the paper with future work
pointed out.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Fuzzy Inference and Interpolation
Fuzzy sets and systems represent and reason on vague
information that arises due to the lack of sharp boundaries.
The most widely applied fuzzy systems are fuzzy inference
systems, such as the Mamdani inference [11] and the TSK
inference [12]. In particular, these inference systems are able
to represent nonlinear and high dimensional decision making
problems as fuzzy rule bases. Rule bases are either translated
from expert knowledge, or extracted from data sets [11], [13].
Given an input, a fuzzy inference system produces a system
output by referring to those rules in the rule base whose
antecedents overlap with the given input. However, a fuzzy
inference system will fail if the given input is not covered by
any rule in the rule base. Fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) was
proposed to address this limitation [6], [9], [14].
FRI is essentially a fuzzy extension of piece-wise linear or
polynomial interpolation or extrapolation [15]. Accordingly,
FRI enjoys the advantages of both fuzzy logic in terms of
uncertainty management and piece-wise linear or polynomial
interpolation or extrapolation by means of knowledge gener-
alisation. Indeed, except being used as a supplementary to
conventional fuzzy inference systems to work with sparse
rule bases, FRI can also be used for system simpliﬁcation
for complex fuzzy models. Given an input which does not
overlap with any rule antecedents in the rule base, the two
closest rules can be identiﬁed for a given fuzzy distance metric,
which is an aggregation (usually weighted average) of the
distances between the antecedent items and their counterparts
in the observation [9]. As the proposed system in this work is
developed upon the scale and move transformation-based fuzzy
rule interpolation (T-based FRI) approach, the underpinnings
of this approach is outlined in the steps below [9]:
1) Calculate the relative placement factor based on the
relative location of the observation regarding the two
antecedents of the two rules by representing all the
involved fuzzy sets as representative real numbers
(named as representative values);
2) Interpolate the indeterminate rule whose antecedent
vector shares the same representative value vector
with the given input using the relative placement
factor;
3) Compute the consequence of the interpolated rule
by ﬁring the intermediate rule using analogy-based
reasoning such that the differentiation between the
consequences of the intermediate rule and the in-
terpolated rule is equivalent to that between the an-
tecedents of the intermediate rule and the interpolated
one.
The technical details of the above approach can be found
in [9], [16], which are omitted here due to space limitation.
FRI approaches have been further developed from different
perspectives. For instance, adaptive fuzzy interpolation was
proposed to guarantee the interpolated results are consistent
throughout the inference processes [17], [18], [19], [20], [21];
backward fuzzy interpolation was proposed to support back-
ward inference and allow ﬂexible interpolation when certain
antecedents are missing from the observation [22]; and rough-
fuzzy rule interpolation was proposed for both representing the
knowledge involving higher order uncertainty and facilitating
rule interpolation with such knowledge [23]. FRI approaches
have also been extended to support Type-2 fuzzy sets, such
as [24]. Besides the extensions on the inference mechanism,
FRIs have been applied to a number of real world applications,
such as [25], [26], [27].
B. Job Shop Scheduling
Job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) has been a classi-
cal operation research problem or combinational optimisation
problem in the communities of Operation Research and Arti-
ﬁcial Intelligence, respectively [5], [28]. JSSP is NP-hard and
thus the optimal solution cannot be guaranteed even for small
JSSP instances. In particular, JSSP involves a ﬁnite set of jobs
to be processed on a ﬁnite set of machines. Each job comprises
a set of tasks that must be performed on a machine within
a certain set of capable machines with various constraints
and costs, in a given job-dependent order. Therefore, JSSP is
essentially a machine scheduling problem where jobs represent
activities and machines represent resources and each machine
can process at most one job at a time. A typical objective of
this process is to minimise the total completion time required
for all jobs (i.e., the make span) or the economic cost, although
other key performance indicators (KPIs) may also individually
or jointly be used in the objective function.
A great number of approaches have been proposed for
JSSPs in the literature [1], [2], [3], which can be classiﬁed into
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three categories: 1) hard search, 2) hard search with heuristics,
and 3) soft search. Hard search algorithms are able to produce
optimal solutions of the problems, but they require exponential
computational time. Typical hard search algorithms include
branch and bound, integer linear programming and dynamic
programming, amongst others. Various heuristic have been
developed to speed up hard search, with or without sacriﬁcing
the optimal solutions. In contrast, soft search does not guar-
antee optimal solutions, but it targets near optimal solutions
in reasonable computational time. Soft search approaches are
developed mainly based on the advances in soft computing.
Common soft search approaches include genetic algorithms,
simulated annealing, ant colony optimisation and fuzzy logic,
amongst others.
III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Manufacturing efﬁciency can be signiﬁcantly improved
by employing the advance of recent artiﬁcial intelligence
development, and this is also the case for the manufacturing
of POS and POP which still involves manual operations.
A POS or POP is usually manufactured in multiple stages,
such as printing, cutting, collating and packing. There are
typically multiple ways to process the tasks in each stage
with different costs regarding different KPIs, such as the cost
of resources and make span. Given an objective or multiple
objectives which are expressed as an objective function or
multiple objective functions of the costs, an optimal allocation
of jobs to machines can be made using a job shop scheduling
system.
Suppose that a simple POS job requires three operations,
including printing, cutting and collating, and that there are
ﬁve different types of printers, four types of cutters and three
possible ways to implement the collating. Then there will be
5*4*3=60 possible ways to implement the job. Assume the
objective is to minimize the make span. The task of intelligent
JSS system is then to ﬁnd the best way guided by the objective
function to implement the job under the current context of the
manufacturer regarding constraints from other jobs, machines,
and the shop environment amongst other factors. This can be
implemented using the techniques discussed in Section II-B,
if accurate time estimation of job completion can be provided.
The time costs for those stages which are processed by
machines can be readily estimated based on the nature of jobs
and the speciﬁcation of machines. However, it is rather difﬁcult
to accurately estimate the time of completion for collation
tasks given that multiple collation lanes in different sizes
are usually manually dynamically planned by the collate and
pack manager subject to the compliance of various resource
constraints, which is addressed in this work.
A. Problem Description
The collate and pack area deals with all the collating,
packing and other hand ﬁnishing processes. This area is
traditionally treated as a single cost centre in manufacturing
information management system, although practically multiple
production lines (or lanes) are often applied in the collate and
pack area for multiple jobs in parallel. The failure of capturing
and representing this multiple parallel processing lanes has led
to some consequences:
‚ Late jobs can only be discovered shortly before the
deadline, which cause the use of expensive last minute
resolution, such as premium shipping and expensive
third party outsourcing.
‚ The collate and pack area work load cannot be prop-
erly (ofen means evenly) distributed (which leads to
high operational cost) due to the lack of knowledge
or vision of the near future job scheduling.
‚ The overall job scheduling fails, thanks to this broken
link in the production chain.
The lanes run at the collate and pack area are planned
and scheduled by the area manager using their expertise
knowledge. For simplicity and rule of thumb, the manager
usually only uses three types of lanes: i) small lanes each
implemented by one worker, ii) medium lanes each imple-
mented by 4 workers, and iii) large lanes each implemented
by 8 workers. Of course, other types of lanes may also be
implemented for exceptional situations in order to achieve a
deadline. The manager usually pursues of both operational and
managerial efﬁciency when set up lanes. For instance, if other
constraints are not considered, a collate and pack task may
be better ﬁnished on a medium lane with 4 workers within
just about one shift, which otherwise needs to be ﬁnished by
more than one shifts on a small lane with less workers (with
extra management cost), or needs less than a shift on a large
lane with more staff members (with less operational efﬁciency
as the other half shift may be wasted). The expert knowledge
is used in this work to initialise a fuzzy rule base for the
estimation of the completion times of collate and pack tasks
as discussed in the next subsection.
B. Rule Base Initialisation
According to the expert knowledge, the time for completion
regarding a given manual task on a particular lane setup
depends on a number of factors, typically including the object
size, the task complexity, the number of parts, the total glue
length, the number of applications of glue, the number of
stables, and the number of folds. The unskilled nature of the
assembly staff role implies a relatively short work life on this
particular function. The worker may either move on to more
skilled operations, be seasonal and stay with the company in
a matter of months, weeks, or even days, or threshold to an
accepted level. The skill of the worker is therefore not a factor
or parameter in the scheduling. This domain knowledge, which
may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, is used in this
work to generate an initial rule base. The process of converting
expert knowledge, usually expressed as linguistic rules, to
fuzzy rules is beyond the scope of this paper, and a classical
example of such process can be found in [11]. Of course, if
there are sufﬁcient data available, data-driven approaches can
also be used for rule base generation [13], but this is usually
not the case for most of the manufacturers due to the lack of
data. As each piece of knowledge may be of different quality,
a weight is also assigned to each rule indicating the quality of
the rule. The variables used in the rule base and their domains
are detailed in Table I; and each rule is of one of the three
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following formats:
Rj1 : IF x1 is A
j
1 and x2 is A
j
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Aj7,
THEN z1 is Bj1 pwj1q
Rj4 : IF x1 is A
j
1 and x2 is A
j
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Aj7,
THEN z4 is Bj4 pwj4q
Rj8 : IF x1 is A
j
1 and x2 is A
j
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Aj7,
THEN z8 is Bj8 pwj8q,
(1)
where A and B are fuzzy sets; w represents the weight of the
rule expressing the conﬁdence of the corresponding domain
knowledge; Rj1, R
j
4 and R
j
8 represents the j
th rule regarding
a small lane, a medium lane and a large lane, respectively.
TABLE I. VARIABLES AND THEIR DOMAINS
Var Meaning Domain
x1 Object size {very small, small, medium, large, very large}
x2 Task complexity {very easy, easy, medium, complex, very complex}
x3 No. of parts A fuzzy integer number in a certin range
x4 Total glue length A fuzzy real number in a certain range
x5 No. of glue applications A fuzzy integer number in certain range
x6 No. of staples A fuzzy integer number in a certain range
x7 No. of folds A fuzzy integer number in a certain range
z1 Time on a small lane A fuzzy real number in a certain range
z4 Time on a medium lane A fuzzy real number in a certain range
z8 Time on a large lane A fuzzy real number in a certain range
Note that the rules above represent the rules of thumb in
practice during the off-peak seasons. During the peak time, the
simple application of these rules can lead to failure to meet the
dispatch deadlines. Therefore, more ad hoc lanes (lanes with
any number of workers) are often arranged during peak times
in an effort to meet the dispatch deadlines. Indeed, the accurate
estimation of the completion time for ad hoc lanes are of
crucial importance in the implementation of solutions for JSSP
for manufacturing efﬁciency, which is required to enable global
optimisation of the manufacturing process. In other words, the
times for completion need to be accurately estimated to cover
all the combinations of inputs from the variable input domain
with regard to various lanes of different sizes, which can be
collectively represented as rules with multiple antecedents and
multiple consequences as:
Rj : IF x1 is Aj1 and x2 is A
j
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Aj7
THEN z1 is Bj1 pwj1q and z2 is Bj2 pwj2q and ¨ ¨ ¨
and zm is Bjm pwjmq.
(2)
The above rule with m consequences can be re-expressed as
m rules with single consequence as:
Rjk : IF x1 is A
j
1 and x2 is A
j
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Aj7
THEN zk is Bjk pwjkq,
(3)
where k “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu. The complete rule base is impos-
sible to be implemented based on the domain knowledge of
the collate and pack area manager due to the complexity of
the problem. Fortunately, this can be solved by adapting the
recently proposed experience-based rule base generation and
adaptation approach [10] as detailed in the next subsection.
C. Rule Base Adaptation
The framework of the adapted rule base generation and
adaptation system is outlined in Fig. 1. The system mainly
comprises of three parts: a rule base, a FRI subsystem (particu-
larly a transformation-based approach used in this work) and a
rule base revision mechanism. In particular, for a newly quoted
job, the values for variables listed in Table I are estimated by
the in-house job estimating team and are used as the inputs for
the transformation-based FRI subsystem. The decisions led by
FRI are forwarded to the intelligent job scheduling system for
planning and scheduling. The interpolated results from FRI are
then reviewed upon the completion of the job and the review
result represented as a performance index is used to support
the rule base revision. The rule base initialisation has been
discussed in Section III-B, and the FRI subsystem and rule
base revision are discussed below.
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Fig. 1. Rule base adaptation
1) Rule Interpolation: The initialised rule base is very
sparse. Suppose now there is a new collate and pack task which
can be described as x1 “ Ap1, x2 “ Ap2, ¨ ¨ ¨x7 “ Ap7 as shown
in the gray row in Table II. This new input is not covered by
any rule in the rule base. Then the neighbouring rules need to
be identiﬁed to support the interpolation of completion times
for the given new task based on different lane setups [10].
Suppose that the closest neighbouring rules in the sparse rule
base regarding the given input are explicitly shown in Table II,
including:
Rf1 : IF x1 is A
f
1 and x2 is A
f
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Af7
THEN z1 “ Bf1 pwf1 q,
Rg1 : IF x1 is A
g
1 and x2 is A
g
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Ag7
THEN z1 “ Bg1 pwg1q,
Rh4 : IF x1 is A
h
1 and x2 is A
h
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Ah7
THEN z4 “ Bh4 pwh4 q,
Rl4 : IF x1 is A
l
1 and x2 is A
l
2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is Al7
THEN z4 “ Bl4 pwl4q.
(4)
TABLE II. THE INFERENCE PROCESS FOR CASE 1
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In order to estimate the time for completion by a small
lane with one worker, the two closest rules Rf1 and R
g
1 in
the rule base are identiﬁed [10]. From this, the value of
variable z1 can be estimated by means of fuzzy extrapolation
using the approach briefed in Section II-A. Similarly, the time
for completion by a medium lane with four workers can be
estimated using neighbouring rules Rh4 and R
l
4 through fuzzy
interpolation. From this, the time lengths of completion with 2-
worker and 3-worker lanes can be interpolated from these two
extrapolated and interpolated rules by artiﬁcially taking the
number of workers on the lane as a rule antecedent attribute.
The time lengths of completion based on any other lane setups
can be either interpolated or extrapolated in the same way. Note
that some of the interpolated/extrapolated rules that have been
proven accurate which does not present in the existing rule
base will be added in the rule base. This means that the rule
base will become more and more dense after the deployment
of the proposed system to enable the system to adaptively learn
from practice. Then the choosing of the closest neighbouring
rules for interpolation/extrapolation can be different with the
situation discussed above.
Suppose that the part of the rule base in the running
example has been updated as illustrated in Table. III (because
interpolated/extrapolated rules Rp3 and R
p
4 have been added in
the rule base during the rule base revision which is discussed
later in Section III-C2). Another new task presents which can
be described as x1 “ A1˚ » Ap1, x2 “ A2˚ » Ap2, ¨ ¨ ¨x7 “
A7˚ » Ap7 as shown in the gray row in Table III. In this case,
it is clear that neighbouring rules Rh4 and R
l
4 can be used for
interpolation and denote the interpolated results as Bp4
1. In the
same time, by artiﬁcially taking the number of workers on
lanes as an extra rule attribute, the completion time can also
be estimated from rules Rp3 and R
p
5 and the result is denoted
as Bp4
2. In this case, the ﬁnal result is a weighted aggregation
of these two interpolated results in order to generate a global
result, that is:
Bp4 “ λBp4 1 ` p1 ´ λqBp42, (5)
where λ is problem speciﬁc and 0.5 is used as a default value.
TABLE III. THE INFERENCE PROCESS FOR CASE 2
2) Rule Base Revision: The rule base keeps being revised
based on its performance whilst it performs fuzzy inferences
after the system is deployed. This is mainly achieved using a
feedback mechanism. Upon the completion of a collate and
pack task, the real completion time is compared with the
estimated completion time; and the comparison result is used
to determine the quality of the interpolated rule expressed as
the weight of the interpolated rule. In particular, the weight w
of an interpolated/extrapolated rule is deﬁned as:
w “ e´ pt´t
1q2
30 , (6)
where t and t1 represent the actual and estimated completion
times, respectively. The relation between pt ´ t1q and w is
illustrated in Fig. 2. It is clear that the maximum value of
weight is 1, which represents the time predicted by the system
exactly matches the time spent in the real case.
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Fig. 2. The relation between weight and error
The interpolated rule may be used to replace an existing
rule in the rule base, extend the existing rule base or simply be
ignored. The framework of the rule base updating procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 3. An interpolated rule that has been proven
accurate will be added into the rule base if there is not any
similar rules included in the rule base. Suppose that R˚ is an
interpolated rule, which is represented as “IF x1 is A1˚ and x2
is A2˚ and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is A7˚ THEN zk “ B˚k pw˚k q”, and that
rule R is a rule in the existing rule base which is represented
as “IF x1 is A1 and x2 is A2 and ¨ ¨ ¨ and x7 is A7 THEN
zk “ Bk (w)”. The similarity degree SpR˚, Rq can then be
computed as:
SpR˚, Rq “
7ř
j“1
SpAj˚ , Ajq ` SpB˚, Bq
7 ` 1 , (7)
where SpAj˚ , Ajq represents the similarity degree between the
jth antecedents of the interpolated rule R˚ and existing rule R,
and SpB˚, Bq indicates the degree of similarity between the
two consequences. Different approaches have been developed
for similarity calculation between fuzzy sets [29]. For instance,
if triangular fuzzy sets are employed, each fuzzy set A can be
represented as A “ ta1, a2, a3u, where pa1, a3q is the support
of the fuzzy set and a2 is the core or normal point of the
fuzzy set. In this case, the degree of similarity between two
triangular fuzzy sets Aj˚ and Aj can be calculated as:
SpAj˚ , Ajq “ 1 ´
3ř
k“1
|a˚jk ´ ajk|
3
. (8)
Given a similarity threshold δ, if the similarity degrees
between the interpolated rule and all existing rules in the rule
base are less than δ, a potential new rule for the rule base is
identiﬁed. From this, if the weight of this newly interpolated
rule w˚ is greater than a given weight threshold ϕ (i.e.,
w˚ ą ϕ), this newly interpolated rule will be added into rule
base; otherwise, the interpolated rule will be ignored due to its
poor quality. If the similarity degree between the interpolated
rule and one or more existing rules are greater than the given
threshold δ, the set of similar rules will be determined. In this
case, the system will compare the weights of all these rules,
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TABLE IV. THE INITIALISED RULE BASE
No. Antecedents Consequents
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 k=8
1 (0.05,0.15,0.25) (0.05,0.15,0.25) (1,2,3) (0.8,1.5,1.8) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) 7.2(1)
2 (0.05,0.15,0.25) (0.05,0.15,0.25) (4,6,7) (3.0,3.5,4.0) (5,7,8) (4,6,8) (3,4,5) 12.0(1)
3 (0.2,0.35,0.5) (0.4,0.6,0.8) (7,9,10) (8.2,10.5,11.2) (6,7,8) (7,9,10) (5,6,7) 4.9(1)
4 (0.4,0.6,0.8) (0.7,1,1) (12,14,15) (18.5,20.8,22.5) (7,9,10) (13,14,16) (7,8,9) 8.9(1)
5 (0.7,1,1) (0.7,1,1) (17,18,20) (28.5,30.5,31.2) (10,11,12) (18,20,21) (9,10,11) 6.0(1)
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Fig. 3. The ﬂowchart of rule base revision
and only keep the rule with the highest weight value in the
identiﬁed set. This action ensures that only the most accurate
rule within the set is kept in the rule base, such that the rule
base is concise and also of good generalisation ability. By
following the rule base revision progress, the number of rules
in the rule base and accordingly the system complexity can be
controlled by adjusting the similarity threshold δ and weight
threshold ϕ.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Three illustrative examples are taken in this section to
demonstrate the working procedure of the proposed system,
due to the sensitivity of the the real-world commercial data.
In these examples, the value of λ in Equation 5 is pre-deﬁned
as 0.5, the threshold for similarity degree (δ) is set to 0.8,
and the threshold (ϕ) for weight comparison is set to 0.8.
For simplicity and to facilitate understanding, only triangular
membership functions are used in the example to represent
fuzzy sets.
A. Model Construction
Suppose that the collate and pack area is able to accommo-
date 8 different sizes of lanes. As listed in Table I, the model
takes 7 inputs which jointly describe a given manual task,
and it predicts the time of completion for a particular type
of lane of certain size. In particular, two inputs, including the
object size and the task complexity, take values from fuzzy
partitioned variable domain based on the domain knowledge
as shown in Fig. 4; and other inputs are fuzzy numbers.
These fuzzy numbers are usually provided by the in-house job
estimating team. For instance, for a given task, the in-house
job estimating team may estimate that the number of parts is
between 5 and 8, but it is most likely to be 7, though the
production department has the ﬁnal say and may even route
through different machines. Then a triangular fuzzy number (4,
7, 8) will be used as the input for the attribute of the number
of parts.
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Fig. 4. Fuzzy partition of antecedent attributes
B. Scenario 1
Suppose that the initialised rule base only contains 5 fuzzy
rules (R11, R
2
1, R
3
4, R
4
4, and R
5
8), which is extracted from
the domain knowledge of the area manager, as shown in
Table IV. There is a collate and pack task given as I “
px1 “ p0.1, 0.2, 0.3q, x2 “ p0.1, 0.2, 0.3q, x3 “ p4, 5, 6q, x4 “
p2.0, 2.2, 2.8q, x5 “ p3, 4, 5q, x6 “ p2, 4, 5q, x7 “ p2, 3, 5qq,
which obviously does not overlap with any rule antecedents
in the given rule base. In order to enable global planning and
scheduling by an intelligent job shop scheduling system, the
completion times of the task on various lanes are estimated ﬁrst
using FRI (and the transformation-based FRI is particularly
used in this example).
There are two rules available with the consequence being
the completion time on a lane with 1 worker, two rules
available with consequence being the completion time on a
lane with 4 workers, and one rule available with consequence
being the completion time on a lane with 8 workers in the
initialised rule base. From these rules, the completion time
required for the given task on a lane with 1 worker (i.e.,
z1 “ 9.37) can be interpolated from neighbouring rules R11
and R21; and that on a lane with 4 workers (i.e., z4 “ 2.24)
can be extrapolated using neighbouring rules R34 and R
4
4. From
this, the time of completion on the rest of lanes for the given
task can either be interpolated or extrapolated based on the
previously generated rules R1˚ and R4˚ by artiﬁcially taking
the number of workers on the lane as an input attribute. The
generated results are listed in Table V.
After feeding the results into the job shop scheduling
system (which is out the scope of this paper), a globally
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TABLE V. TIMES OF COMPLETION FOR SCENARIO 1
Antecedents Consequents
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 k “ 1 k “ 2 k “ 3 k “ 4 k “ 5 k “ 6 k “ 7 k “ 8
(0.1,0.2,0.3) (0.1,0.2,0.3) (4,5,6) (2.0,2.2,2.8) (3,4,5) (2,4,5) (2,3,5) 9.37 4.69 3.12 2.24 1.87 1.56 1.34 1.17
TABLE VI. THE UPDATED RULE BASE
No. Antecedents Consequents
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 k “ 1 k “ 2 k “ 3 k “ 4 k “ 5 k “ 6 k “ 7 k “ 8
1 (0.05,0.15,0.25) (0.05,0.15,0.25) (1,2,3) (0.8,1.5,1.8) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) 7.2(1) 5.36(0.8) 1.7(0.8)
2 (0.1,0.2,0.3) (0.1,0.2,0.3) (4,5,6) (2.0,2.2,2.8) (3,4,5,) (2,4,5) (2,3,5) 9.37(0.95) 2.24(0.98)
3 (0.05,0.15,0.25) (0.05,0.15,0.25) (4,6,7) (3.0,3.5,4.0) (5,7,8) (4,6,8) (3,4,5) 12.0(1) 8.97(0.8) 2.9(0.8)
4 (0.2,0.35,0.5) (0.4,0.6,0.8) (7,9,10) (8.2,10.5,11.2) (6,7,8) (7,9,10) (5,6,7) 4.9(1)
5 (0.4,0.6,0.8) (0.7,1,1) (12,14,15) (18.5,20.8,22.5) (7,9,10) (13,14,16) (7,8,9) 8.9(1)
6 (0.7,1,1) (0.7,1,1) (17,18,20) (28.5,30.5,31.2) (10,11,12) (18,20,21) (9,10,11) 6.0(1)
TABLE VII. THE DETAILS OF SIMILARITY DEGREE CALCULATION
i Spx˚1 , xi1q Spx˚2 , xi2q Spx˚3 , xi3q Spx˚4 , xi4q Spx˚5 , xi5q Spx˚6 , xi6q Spx˚7 , xi7q Spz˚1 , zi1q SpR˚4 , Ri4q
1 0.75 0.75 0.4 0.59 0.5 0.54 0.6 0.77 0.61
2 0.75 0.75 0.88 0.65 0.6 0.6 0.82 0.78 0.73
optimised solution was generated which has planned the task
on a lane with one worker, and such a lane was ﬁnally
scheduled in the collate and pack area for the given task. Upon
the completion of the task, the actual time taken for this task
is t “ 9.85. From this, the weight of the interpolated rule is
calculated as w1˚ “ 0.95 based on Equation 6. Therefore, the
newly interpolated rule can be represented as:
R1˚ : IF x1 is p0.1, 0.2, 0.3q and x2 is p0.1, 0.2, 0.3q and
x3 is p4, 5, 6q and x4 is p2.0, 2.2, 2.8q and
x5 is p3, 4, 5q and x6 is p2, 4, 5q and
x7 is p2, 3, 5q
THEN z1˚ “ 9.37 p0.95q.
(9)
According to the rule revision procedure discussed in
Section III-C2, once a new rule has been interpolated, the
similarity degree between the newly interpolated rule and the
existing rules in the rule base are computed to determine the
actions for rule base revision. Given the newly interpolated rule
as shown above in Equation 9, the similarity degrees between
it and all existing rules in the rule base are calculated. Note that
there are only rules R11 and R
2
1 whose consequences are the
time of completion on a lane with one worker. The sub-results
and the ﬁnal results of the calculation based on Equation 7 are
summarised in Table VII. As the similarity degrees are less
than the given threshold δ “ 0.8 and the weight of the rule
(w1˚ “ 0.95) is greater than the predeﬁned threshold ϕ “ 0.8,
this interpolated rule R1˚ is added into rule base.
C. Scenario 2
The rule base keeps being revised whilst the system per-
forms. Suppose that the rule base has now been updated as
shown in Table VI, and a new task, which is similar to the one
discussed in Scenario 1, appears. Therefore, the time lengths of
completion on different lanes need to be estimated. Of course,
the completion time on lanes with 1 worker and and 4 workers
can be directly acquired from rules R21 and R
2
4. The time
of completion on a lane with 2 workers can be interpolated
either from R12 and R
3
2, or R
2
1 and R
2
4 by artiﬁcially taking the
number of workers as a rule antecedent. In particular, result
z22
1 “ 6.64 is interpolated using neighbouring rules R12 and
R32; and result z
2
2
2 “ 6.99 is interpolated using neighbouring
rules R21 and R
2
4 by considering the number of workers as an
input attribute. In this case, the ﬁnal result is estimated as the
average of the two interpolated results based on Equation 5,
and the ﬁnal aggregated result is z22 “ 6.82. The estimation
of the completion time on other types of lanes can also be
implemented in one of the ways discussed above, but the
calculation details are omitted.
Suppose that the lane with 2 workers has been selected by
the job scheduling system, and the actual time taken for this
manual task is t “ 9.6. Based on Equation 6, the weight of
the interpolated rule is determined as w2˚ “ 0.79. Once the
newly interpolated rule is constructed, the similarity between
this interpolated rule R2˚ and the existing rules R
1
2 and R
3
2
are calculated as: SpR2˚ , R12q “ 0.59 and SpR2˚ , R32q “ 0.60,
which are both less than the given threshold δ “ 0.8.
According to the rule base revision procedure as shown in
Figure 3, the interpolated rule R2˚ therefore is ignored, and
the rule base keeps unchanged.
D. Scenario 3
Suppose that now another collate and pack task appears
as I “ px1 “ p0.5, 0.7, 0.9q, x2 “ p0.4, 0.7, 0.8q, x3 “
p10, 11, 12q, x4 “ p19.5, 21.2, 22.0q, x5 “ p7, 8, 9q, x6 “
p11, 12, 13q, x7 “ p7, 8, 9qq. The times of completion on
lanes with 1 worker, 2 workers and 4 workers for the given
task can be either interpolated or extrapolated from the rule
base shown in Table VI. In particular, the completion time
on lanes with 1 worker and 2 workers can be extrapolated
from neighbouring rules pR21, R31q and pR12, R32q, respectively;
and the completion time on a lane with 4 worker can be
interpolated from neighbouring rules R44 and R
5
4. The time
estimation based on other lane setup can then be interpolated or
extrapolated from the previously interpolated and extrapolated
rules by artiﬁcially taking the number of rules as an input
attribute. The estimated results for all lane setup are listed in
Table VIII.
The job scheduling system ﬁnally selects the lane with
4 workers during the operation optimisation stage. After the
job is completed, the weight for this interpolated rule is
calculated as w4˚ “ 0.78. The degrees of similarity between
this interpolated rule and the existing rules are computed
as: SpR4˚ , R14q “ 0.26, SpR4˚ , R24q “ 0.40, SpR4˚ , R34q “
0.46, SpR4˚ , R44q “ 0.73, SpR4˚ , R54q “ 0.82. It is clear that a
similar rule R54 to the newly interpolated rule exists in the rule
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TABLE VIII. TIMES OF COMPLETION FOR SCENARIO 2
Antecedents Consequents
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 k “ 1 k “ 2 k “ 3 k “ 4 k “ 5 k “ 6 k “ 7 k “ 8
(0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.4, 0.7, 0.8) (10, 11, 12) (19.5, 21.2, 22.0) (7,8 ,9) (11,12,13) (7,8,9) 27.20 13.60 9.07 6.7 5.44 4.53 3.89 3.40
base as SpR4˚ , R54q “ 0.82. Then, the weight of the interpolated
rule R4˚ is compared with that of the existing rule R
5
4, and
w54 “ 1 ą w4˚ “ 0.78. Consequently, the interpolated rule is
discarded and the rule base remains as it is.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a fuzzy model which estimates the
time of completion for manual collate, assembly and pack tasks
on different lanes with a variety of product conﬁgurations and
sizes. The completion time estimation provides the necessary
prerequisite in implementation of intelligent job shop schedul-
ing systems for POS and POP manufacturers where collate
and pack tasks are still performed manually. The model is
implemented by adapting the recently proposed experience-
based fuzzy rule interpolation approach where the model is
initialised by the limited domain knowledge and under constant
enhancement after deployment. The working of the system was
demonstrated using three illustrated examples.
Although promising, the work can be further improved
in different directions. Firstly, the proposed system was de-
veloped particularly for POS and POP manufacturers in this
paper, but the underpinning artiﬁcial intelligence approach is
applicable to any industry with manual tasks involved in the
manufacturing processes. Also, it is interesting to integrate the
model here into a job shop scheduling system to provide a
complete solution. In addition, it would be desirable to run
simulations of factory loadings in real-time so that commercial
management decisions can be made on the basis of accurate
dispatch capabilities. This in turn could be used to drive
recognised forms of Kaizen style process improvement in a
beneﬁcial feedback loop. Finally, it is desirable to apply the
work to real-world applications to further validate and evaluate
its effectiveness and efﬁciency.
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